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“For leaders who are fed up with their team’s
plateaued performance, we infuse disciplines to build trust
and take you and your team to a whole new place.”

BRUCE HENDRICK: TRUSTBUILDER
Bruce’s professional career is marked with progressive growth in influence and responsibility, in a wide
variety of settings. He has succeeded in a large multi-national corporation (pressure sensitive
materials), a fifth-generation family run business (ceramic tile manufacturing), and a privately-held
contract manufacturer (custom electronics) where he currently serves as CEO and owner.
Early on, and in parallel with his management duties, Hendrick discovered a passion for teaching,
especially the “soft skills” arena. He has taught, coached, and consulted with organizations of all sizes
and complexities on three continents. He launched Building Trust, LLC to share the skills, lessons, and
methods that get results with influencers and leaders.

In addition to his other roles, Hendrick serves on the boards of several community organizations.

THE BUILDING TRUST EXPERIENCE
Thousands of people have enjoyed this lively and memorable 2-day workshop know as the Building
Trust Experience. It is designed to enhance trust by improving practical communication skills and
techniques. Bruce’s down-to-earth teaching style helps participants take a fresh look at how they
interact with others. By capitalizing on their natural style, students practice with real-world examples to
overcome common trust barriers that arise in the workplace.
Seating is limited to 12 participants, allowing for personalized instruction and a memorable learning
experience. Attendees acquire a new appreciation for the subtleties of the communication process,
and emerge from the workshop armed with readily applicable tools, techniques, and a fresh approach
to the challenges they face.
Achieve more with less stress! Choose a public session (scheduled throughout the year) or arrange a
private workshop to take your organization deeper into specific trust-related opportunities. Multiple
seat discounts apply.
The Building Trust Experience is appropriate for anyone who relies on others for maximum
effectiveness, including:
• Executives
• Salespeople
• Customer Service
• Managers & Supervisors
• Advisors & Consultants
• Pastors, Counselors, Volunteers
• Anyone looking to grow their impact and influence

“This was an amazing experience
that I can use in all facets of life.”

WORKSHOP DETAILS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day 1: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Day 2: 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
The workshop rate covers instruction, all course material, refreshments, and lunches.
$50 per seat discount for additional parties from the same organization.
Seating is limited to the first 12 people to register.
50% fee will be applied in the event of cancellation within 2 weeks.
100% fee if cancelled within 1 week of scheduled workshop.
Public sessions are typically held in Wooster, Ohio.
If for any reason you are not satisfied with your learning experience, Building Trust, LLC will
cheerfully refund your workshop fee. (It’s never happened!)

TRAINING SERIES
Building Trust serves teams who require lasting behavioral change. Team training is typically a
customized engagement, usually over an extended period of time, that includes trust, communications,
and leadership training in 2-hour bites of time. Topics can be created or selected from our existing
menu.
Any group of professionals, regardless of talent and intention, can reach a “trust plateau.” Personalities
can clash. Agendas and priorities compete. Environmental changes abound. Stress and other
challenges can accumulate such that people begin to act in defensive, untrusting ways. We’ve all been
there!
Sometimes introducing an outsider can help to open up the lines of communication. The goal is to
create a zone of safety and unity so as to free up the latent energy in the team.
Building Trust helps team members cut through any self-imposed distractions. The team emerges
together, more focused and more equipped to lean on each other to reach higher levels of
performance.

BUILDING TRUST, LLC
UNDERSTANDS….
DEMONSTRATES….
BUILDS….
MANAGES….
ADDS….
SUPPORTS….
PRESERVES…
ASSISTS…
BECOMES….

Your people and objectives.
Trust-building skills and techniques.
Relationships with key influencers.
Time efficiently for all participants.
Value to every interaction.
Employees as they apply new behaviors.
Confidentiality at every turn.
The group to be self-sustaining.
A trusted advisor to your organization.

PROFESSIONAL COACHING (1-to-1)
Often, great individuals don’t always reach their potential. Sometimes we need a little help to change
our perspective or acquire new tools. Coaching engagements are laser-focused on accomplishing the
specific goals of the individual client – within the framework of the employer’s organizational
objectives. Establishing trust is a cornerstone of the coaching relationship; it must be preserved at all
times. This requires mutual transparency, risk-taking, and accountability. Bruce meets with each
coaching client to define expectations, identify pain points and develop a plan to achieve goals.
By design, our coaching services are fluid. We contract for a specific number of sessions, but fully
expect to adjust the schedule and methods of communications to accommodate the dynamic needs
of the environment. Coaching is most effective either face-to-face or through live video chat.

COACHING PROVIDES:
•

One or more assessments that are relevant to achieving goals.

•

Improved confidence, competence, and skills to address challenges
now and in the future.

•

Improved access to more useful tools, methods, and approaches for
solving problems.

•

Identified opportunities for post-engagement development, whether
through continued coaching or otherwise.

ONE-TIME EVENTS
Since founding Building Trust, LLC in 2008, Bruce Hendrick has inspired audiences throughout
America. Due to Bruce’s experience leading dramatic change in several industries, he has become an
in-demand speaker who educates while he entertains. One-time events can include team building,
strategic planning or any targeted topic/objective you have for your organization—as long as it is centered on trust, communication, leadership, or building a healthy organization.
Bruce Hendrick is the rare combination of a seasoned, in-the-trenches leader who loves to relate to and
challenge audiences in all walks of life. If you have a venue and a topic in mind, Bruce is the presenter
you are looking for.
Whether it is for ten people or hundreds, contact us with your event goals and see the creative sparks
fly.

SAMPLE CLIENT

SAMPLE TOPIC

Manufacturer
CEO Peer Groups
University
Hospital
Country Club
Non-Profit Organization
Fire Department
School District
Young Professionals
Church

Meeting Effectiveness
Trust Building
Commencement
Decision Making
Team Building
Off-Site Retreat
Generational Transition
Handling Stress
How to Get Promoted
Leadership in Ministry

CONTACT US:
Web: www.brucehendrick.com
Bruce Hendrick: bruce@brucehendrick.com
Deb Komer: deb@brucehendrick.com
Address: 1909 Old Mansfield Road, Wooster, Ohio 44691
Phone: 330-321-6710

Social Media:

